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Abstract 
DuBose, D.A., Determinacy and extended sharp functions on the reals, Part II: Obtaining 
sharps from determinacy, Annals of Pure and Applied Logic 58 (1992) l-28. 
For several partial sharp functions # on the reals, we characterize in terms of determinacy, the 
existence of indiscernibles for several inner models of “#(r) exists for every real r”. 
Let #A = I#: be the identity function on the reals. Inductively define the partial sharp 
function, /I#:+,, on the reals so that #I Y+,(r) = l#i+,(r) codes indiscernibles for L(r) 
[#:, #i, . . , #i] and (B + l)#$+,(r) = #~+t(~#~+,(r)). We show that the existence of 
/z%:(O) follows from the determinacy of (y * nf, (B - 1) * 2:): games (whose definition we 
provide). Part I proves the converse. 
Introduction 
For any collection A of functions f E Oo, we associate a two-person, infinite 
game which we denote by either GA or G(A): 
I f(O) f(2) f(4) 
II f(I) f(3) f(5) . . * 
The game GA has two players, I and II, who alternately choose elements of o. 
First player I chooses f(0) E u and then player II chooses f(1) E w. In general, 
once f(O), f(I), f(2), . . . , f(2n - 1) have been chosen, player I chooses f(2n) 
and then player II chooses f(2n + 1). Each f(2n) is called a move of player I; 
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whereas, f(2n + 1) is a moue of player II. Player I wins GA if f EA, whereas, 
player II wins GA if f $ A. Strategy and winning struregy (abbreviated WA.) for 
player I [resp. II] have the natural meanings-we refer the reader to Chapter 6 
of [ll] for the basic notions associated with games. We say that the game G is 
determined if one of the players has a w.s., and we denote this by Det(G). 
Similarly, if Det(G,) for any A E r, then we denote this by Det(T). 
Recently, Martin [lo] has shown that the determinacy of A((02 + 1)-n:) 
follows from the existence of L,. Initially Solovay and then Friedman, Martin, 
and Solovay proved results that established the existence of L, follows from 
“low” levels of projective determinacy (e.g. Z:, A:, (co2 + 1)-n:). By the middle 
1970’s, Martin showed that the determinacy of ~~-17: follows from the existence 
of L, and he [9] established Bore1 Determinacy. By the late 1970’s, the existence 
of 0” had been characterized in terms of determinacy. Friedman [6] showed that 
the existence of 0’ implies the determinacy of 3-n: games. Then Martin showed 
that all lJp<~z (P-n:) games are determined iff O# exists. In 1975, Martin showed 
that Det(3-II:) implies O# exists; soon after, Harrington [7] showed that the 
determinacy of KI: games implies the existence of OS. Thus, O# exists iff 
Det(/3-n:) for some (all) /3 < 02. 
DuBose [l] characterizes the existence of O#*, O###, O###*, . . . in terms of 
determinacy. He defines for each k E w, two classes of sets, (k *Zy)* and 
(k *8):, which lie strictly between lJs<o~ (P-II:) and A(02-17:). He shows that 
if we define Ok* to be the kth iterated sharp (i.e., let O’# be O* and Ock+‘jat be 
(Ok#)#), then the existence of Ock+‘)# is equivalent to the determinacy of 
((k + 1) * L’$* as well as to the determinacy of (k * 2:):. 
DuBose [2] defines #r as the (partial) sharp function on the reals (i.e., 
#r(l) = r’ whenever r is a real such that L(r) has indiscernibles). He then shows 
that the determinacy hypothesis, Det(fl)*, follows from 
L[#,] I= “every real has a sharp”, 
while a slightly stronger determinacy hypothesis, Det(fl)T, is equivalent to the 
existence of indiscernibles for L[ # J. 
DuBose [3] generalizes the results of [2]. He defines for each k E w, #k to be 
the (partial) sharp function on objects of type k and then relates the following to 
determinacy: 
(i) L[#k] k “every object of type k has a sharp”, and 
(ii) indiscernibles for L[#k] exist. 
He shows that the determinacy hypothesis, Det(n”,)*, follows from (i) and that 
the slightly stronger determinacy hypothesis, Det(n”,)T, is equivalent to (ii). 
Each (n”,)* and (n”,): are strictly smaller than A(co2-II~) but strictly larger than 
any (i*ZY)* or (i*ZY)T. 
[4] and this paper also generalize the results of [2]. We define several ‘sharp 
functions’ on the reals, and for each sharp function, we define several inner 
models of “every real has a sharp”. The results of this paper and [4] characterize 
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each of these models in terms of determinacy. This paper uses the appropriate 
amount of determinacy to obtain indiscernibles for these models, while [4] proves 
the converse of these results (plus more). 
Let #i be the (partial) sharp function on the reals (i.e., #i = #J. By induction 
on Y, define 8; to be the sequence (#i 1 1 s 5 c y) and #b+, to be the iterated 
partial sharp function on the reals that maps x to another real x*b+’ which codes 
indiscernibles for L(x)[~;]. For y E N, we define two classes of sets, (y * fl)* 
and (y*fl)T, which lie strictly between any (/3 *E:‘)T and (I@*. We show that 
the determinacy of (y * fl)T implies 
(iii) the existence of indiscernibles for L[fji]. 
[4] proves the converse. [4] also proves that the determinacy of (y * II$* follows 
from 
(iv) L[&t] k “#i(x) exists for every real x”, 
which in turn follows from (iii). 
We further generalize these results. By induction on p, we define xB*b+l as 
follows: 
X 1++, = xq+l and x(6+l)#tG+~ = (x6*:+~)*:+, 
whenever ,!,(x~#:+’ )[J?;] has indiscernibles. For each /3 E N, we define the two 
classes of sets 
(Y * fl, P * -%‘I* and (Y * Ifi, P * -%‘)T, 
which lie strictly between (y * II(i): and ((y + 1) * n’:)*. 
This paper shows that the determinacy of (y * fl, p * 2:‘): implies 
(v) the existence of (j3 + l)#b+l(0), 
while [4] proves the converse. [4] also proves that the determinacy of (y * n’,‘, 
p * .Z$* follows from 
(vi) Ofi*:+’ exists and L(Ol-‘“~+1)[8~] k “x#b exists for every real x”. 
(vi) in turn follows from (v). 
The determinacy and large cardinal hypotheses considered in this paper are 
each no weaker than Det(fl)*, but strictly weaker than Det(@)*, which in turn 
is weaker than 
L[#*] k “every set of reals has indiscernibles”. 
If (6, f) E w x w is lexicographically less than (y, /3) E o x w (i.e., either 6 < y or 
c=yand l;<p), then 
Similarly, the existence of OC*& is strictly weaker than the existence of O”*: if 
either 5 < y or E = y and C < p. Therefore, the existence of any O”*k such that 
p . y > 1 is stronger than the existence of O’#l (i.e., O*), but (as mentioned above) 
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L[#J k “every set of reals has indiscernibles”, 
which in turn is strictly weaker than the existence of L,. We illustrate the above 
relations in Fig. 1. 
The first two sections of this paper form the Preliminaries. In Sections 1 and 2, 
we respectively define the models and the determinacy hypotheses used in this 
paper. Section 3 proves the main results of this paper. The reader familar with [4] 
should skip Sections 1 and 2. 
In Section 3, we define a (y * fl, p * 2:): game G which we use to generate 
indiscernibles for Lt$#~+,(O))[~:]. G can be viewed as a combination of the 
games in [l, 21 used to obtain indiscernibles for L(p#i(O)) and L[#i]. These type 
of games were introduced by Solovay in his proof that the axiom of determinacy 
implies that o1 is a measurable cardinal. Martin applied these types of games 
during the beginning of the 1970’s, to show that indiscernibles for L exist if all 
/3-n: games are determined for p < o*. 
We use the following notation: o = { 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . }, N = { 1,2,3, . . .} , (Y E ON 
means (Y is an ordinal, A c B means A c B and A # B, “r is a real” means r s w, 
“club” abbreviates “closed unbounded”, trcl(r) is the transitive closure of r, pi is 
the ith prime with p0 = 2, and if u = p$‘p,“p;‘p? . . - pkz;, then (u)~ = ri. If x E Ow and 
i E o, define X(i) to be p$“)p~(1)pJ;(2) - . .pF?‘;‘) and define (x)~ E mm by (x),(n) = 
(x(Yz))~. If f is a function, then dam(f) is the domain of f and f 1 A is the 
restriction off to A fl dam(f). 
Also, fix a Giidel numbering of the formulas in the language {E} such that if n 
is the Giidel number of a formula q!~, then 
i.e., the free variables of v are amongst 2ro, v,, v2, . . . , q_,. Let no. 3 be the 
G6del number of I@. If A E co, we abuse notation by writing A for its 
characteristic function xA. For instance, we sometimes write Oti(no.q) = 1 for 
no.v E O* and O*(no.q) = 0 for no. q I# Ott. 
In Section 3, we often use A to denote either player I or II, and we define 
conditions (ni) for A E {I, II} and for some i E o. If h E {I, II}, define 2 so that 
~~{1,II}\{jl}. Al so, we write (Al-4) to abbreviate ‘conditions (Al), (A2), (A3), 
and (k4)‘. 
Fig. 1. Equivalences and implications of certain large cardinal hypotheses with the determinacy of 
certain classes of sets are indicated respectively by the symbols cf and +. k, f, /3 E UI, m, n, 5, y E N, 
and (5, t) is lexicographically less than (y, /3). SH: denotes “every object of type t has indiscern- 
ibles.” #t is the partial sharp function on objects of type t. r *b+l = rl”b+l (for real r) is a real which 
codes indiscernibles for L(r)[gj:], where $b is the se uence (#k 1 E s y). SH: denotes “r’: exists for 
every real r”, and O(B+‘)a: is defined to be (OS”:)*?. O’# IS defined as O* and O@+‘)* is defined as 
(ok*)*. 
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The Preliminaries 
The Preliminaries consists of Sections 1 and 2. In Sections 1 and 2, we 
respectively define the models and the determinacy hypotheses used in this paper. 
1. The models 
In this section, we define the sharp functions /3##; for p, y E o. Each p#$ is a 
partial function on the reals, and for each r in the domain of p#t, we sometimes 
write rBat: for p#t(r). Let #h(r) = 
the definition of 8 for r a real: 
r and O#i(r) = r for every real r. Now we give 
Definition 1.1. Let r s o. 
(1) The elements of a class C of ordinals are indiscernibles for L(r) iff for every 
formula cp, for any two increasing sequences 
Po<51<5‘2<* ..<L1 and &,<~1<&<~~~-c&,--1 
of elements from C, we have 
L(r) k Q)[r, co, Cl, 5‘2, . . . , L-II iff L(r) k dr, 50, El, E2, . . . , En-J 
(2) r *l exists iff there exists a (unique) class C of indiscernibles for L(r) which 
contains all uncountable cardinals and is closed and such that every a E L(r) is 
definable in L(r) from r and the elements of C. The elements of C are called 
Silver indkcernibles for L(r). 
(3) rsi G w is the set of Godel numbers of formulas Q, such that if q = 
Qi(u,, Vl, vz, 213,. . . , v,), then for some (any) increasing sequence of & < E1 < 
&<-.. < &_1 of Silver indiscernibles, 
r* is the standard notation for r#;. For r a real, we now define L(r)[#:], the 
least inner model which contains r and can satisfy “every real has a sharp”: 
Definition 1.2. Let r be a real and let trcl(r) denote the transitive closure of r. 
(1) Let #f be the function with domain {r E w 1 rtt exists} defined by r H rx. 
We refer to #i as the sharp function on reals and sometimes denote it by #,. 
(2) For any set M, we define Def(M) as the set of all y z M such that for some 
formula q and xi, x2, x3, . . . , x,_~ EM, 
y = {x E M I M k Q+, x0, Xl, x2, . * * 9 x,-,1>. 
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(3) By transfinite recursion, we define 
M-)]#,I = trcl(r), 
&.(r)[#,] = &JE L,(r)[#,] if 5 is a limit ordinal, and 
&+,(r)[#J = Def(&(r)[#Il U {A# 1 A E Wr)[#d n dom[#dI). 
Finally, we let 
W)[#S,l = pN L&w,]. 
l 
We define L[#,] to be L(O)[#,]. 0 
Now we define “the existence of r*l”, and if r#l exists, we define r#l. 
Definition 1.3. Let r be a real. 
(1) 8 exists iff there exists a (unique) class Ci of indiscernibles for L(r)[#,] 
which contains all uncountable cardinals and is closed and such that every 
a E L(r)[#,] is definable in L(r)[#,] from r, #,, and elements of CL. 
(2) r++ E cr) is the set of Godel numbers of formulas Q, such that if Q, = 
rp(u,, 211, 212, u3,. . . 1 v,), then for some (any) increasing sequence of 5, < E2 < 
. . . < &_1 from Cj, 
If O#i exists, then O#: is a real which codes indiscernibles for L[#,J. We 
generalize the definitons of L[#{] and r*i E o by defining L[??jJ and rffk+l by 
induction on n. 
Definition 1.4. Assume that we have defined #,& for 55 =S rr. Define 13: to be the 
sequence (#i 1 E c n). Let r be a real and assume that we have defined L(r)[#!,]. 
(1) r’:+l exists iff there exists a (unique) class C: of indiscernibles for L(r)[gA] 
which contains all uncountable cardinals and is closed and such that every 
a E L(r)[#?h] is definable in L(r)[&jJ from r, #?A, and elements of CF. 
(2) If rxk+l exists, then r#;+I c_ III is the set of Gijdel numbers of formulas Q, 
such that if v = ~(vO, vl, v2, v3, . . . , v,), then 
for some (any) increasing sequence Jj, < g2 < . . . < En-, from Cz (i.e., of 
indiscernibles for L(r)[f3:]). 
(3) Let #:+I be the function with domain {r E o 1 &+I exists} defined by 
r - +:+I. We refer to #A+i as the (n + 1)st extended sharp function on the reals. 
8 
(4) By transfinite recursion, 
~0(4]~~+11 = trcl(r), 
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we define 
LE(r)[f3i+i] = ,c;‘s L,(r)[6:+,] if 5 is a limit ordinal, and 
~s+IW[f3~+11 = DW&)[f3~+,1 
U {A*: ( y s n + 1 and A E Ls(r)[#~+l] fl dom(#t)}) 
Finaly, we let 
We define L[&+i] to be L(O)[f3:+,]. 0 
#, [31 and X PI g eneralize #t (e.g., #i = #f) and satisfy #m = #y. In [5], 
whenever m E o and x is of type m, we define the notion of ‘x*? exists’ and if 2:: 
exists, we define xer’. By induction on k, we now define for r a real, ‘the existence 
of rkSt!’ and if rkSA exists, we define rk#: s o: 
Definition 1.5. Let r be a real and recall r”#: = r. Assume rk#: c o has been 
defined and exists. We say ther rCk+‘jSf, exists whenever (rktt!)*: exists, and if 
r(k+l)tfk exists, let r(k+l)*!, = (rk#:)ft:_ 0 
(k + l)#;+l(0) = O(k+l)SA+l exists iff L(k#~+,(O))[@J has an uncountable set 
c;+, of indiscernibles; in this case, (k + l)#A+i(O) is a real which codes 
indiscernibles for L(k#!,+,(O))[~~]. Furthermore, the existence of (k + 
l)#t+l(0) implies that k#h+,(O) exists and L(k#~+,(O))[f3!J k “#g(r) exists for 
every real r and con” (see Lemma 1.7 below). Therefore, L(k#~+,(O))[fj!J is 
the least inner model M of ZFC which: 
(i) contains the restriction of the sharp function #i to reals in M for each 
ECn, and 
(ii) contains reals that code indiscernibles for k inner models of “ZFC + #i(r) 
exists for every real r and every 5 s n”. 
These k inner models are L(i#k+i(O))[sj!J for 0 s i < k. 
To prove the main results of this paper, we use the following equivalent 
characterizations of “(p + l)#b+,(x) exists”: 
Lemma 1.6. For x E o, the following are equivalent: 
(i) L(x)[#?~] has an uncountable class of indiscernibles. 
(ii) L&)[~bl h as an uncountable set of indiscernibles. 
(iii) There exists an uncountable subset K of w, such that for any formula 
Q, = V(“o, 211, . . . , v!+~) and for any two increasing sequences 
~o<~,<~2<...<&-1 and &<<5;<&<...<&_, 
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(iv) For each formula Q, = q(v,, vl, . . . , v!+J, there exists a closed unbounded 
subset C = C, of w1 such that either 
(a) L,(x)[#Q k ~[x, $3:, po, pl, p2, . . . , pi-J for any increasing sequence 
PO<Pl<P2<... < pt_, of elements from C or 
(b) L,(x)[ti;] k~[x, d;, PO, PI, ~2, . . . > p,-II for any increasing sequence 
Po<P1<P2<-- . < p,-1 of elements from C. 
Proof. Use the fact that every set in L(x)[$,] is ordinal definable in L(x)[di] to 
show that condition (iii) implies (ii). To show (iv) implies (iii), let K be the 
intersection of the C,‘s. 0 
We will use the above lemma to prove Theorems 3.5 and 3.8 of Section 3. In 
Theorem 3.8, we show condition (iv) holds with x = p#b+r(O) (under the 
appropriate hypotheses). 
In Section 3, we will use that for certain y, p, and 5, #k(x) exists for all reals 
x l W#;+1(0))[~3:1. M enachem Magidor pointed out that if O#i exists then 
L[ti:] k “#t(x) exists for all reals x”. We will use the (obvious) generalization: 
Lemma 1.7. Zf (/3 + l)#i+i(O) exists, then for each E c y, 
(9 W#i+1K9)[%1 k srr#i exists for all reals r” and 
(ii) #k r Z@#~+I(0))[~$l = {(r, Y) I r, Y E W#~+160)[~7:1 and 
L(p#~+r(O))[@ k “y = #k(r)“}. 
Proof. Assume L(p#~+l(0))[#~] has an uncountable set C of indiscernibles. Let 
n G y and assume that (i) and (ii) hold for each 5 <n. Suppose there is a least 
real x e ~!@#~+~(O))[ti~] such that #x(x) does not exist. Then x is definable in 
,!@#~+r(O))[#~] so that, since (ii) holds for c < n, C is a set of indiscernibles for 
L(x)[fjiA_,]. Hence #t(x) does exist. Thus, (i) holds with E = n. 
To show (ii), notice that by the construction of ,!@#~+r(O))[~~] in Definition 
1.4, #t(r) E L(f3#~+I(0))[~~] for every real r E L(P#$+l(0))[~~] such that #A(r) 
exists. Cl 
The existence of #i(x) implies L(x)[#i_,] has only countably many reals. 
Therefore, by Lemma 1.7: 
Lemma 1.8. Zf (xi 1 Zj c i G u) is a sequence of reals such that ##h(xe) exists, 
u 3 5, and xi E L(xi+,)[f3;] for Zj s i < u, then #&(xE) exists so that the reals in 
L(x~)[&~;_.~] and #&1 r L(xE)[d&,] are countable. 0 
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From the construction of L(j3#~+,(0))[$~] in Definition 1.4, for Zj 6 y: 
(*) #$(x) E w~~+*mt~7:1 whenever x is a real in L(p#~+i(O))[8~] 
such that #k(x) exists. 
Lemmas 1.7 and 1.8 not only depend on (*) being true for E = y, but also for 
5< Y* 
Suppose we define x, fi*:+l analogous to the definition of x~#!+~ except: x~+‘)#~+’ 
exists iff L(xc”++l )[#f:] (instead of L(x~“~“)[@~]) has indiscernibles. Further 
suppose 0’ exists but #i(x) does not exist for all reals x. Then L[#f:] = L and 
there exists an uncountable set C of indiscernibles for L = L[#$ so that 0:: exists 
and OS: = O*. Therefore, O$ can exist even if, for instance, O’,“: does not exist. 
I-Ioweter, by Lemma 1.7, the existence of xs”: implies xc*& exists if (E, f) is 
lexicographically less than (y, /3). 
2. The determinacy hypotheses 
In this paper, we characterize the existence of p#$+i(O) in terms of 
determinacy. First we define /3-n: and then we define the classes (v * fl, /3* 
g)* and (y * @,. /I * J$)T. Eventually we show. 
Theorem 3.9. Zf Det(y * fl, p * $)T, then (p + l)#$+,(O) exim. 
[4] proves the converse of Theorem 3.9. 
Definition 2.1. Let p be an ordinal. A G Ow is P-II: iff there exist fl: sets A, for 
(Y G p such that A, = 0 and 
A=(xE-W13a~B(nodd&xE~~=A,\A,)J. 0 
We also have the lightface version of this definition: 
Definition 2.2. Let p be a recursive ordinal. A 5 wo is /3-n: iff A, E ww exist for 
each (YG /I with A, = $3, and there exists a recursive wellordering of a subset E of 
w with order type 6 such that if (n( is the order type of n l w in this wellordering, 
then {(k, x) E E x Ow 1 x EA,~,} E l7: and 
aodd&xe nA,\A, . 
FE >) 
In this case, we shall say that (A, 1 CYS j?) witnesses A E P-n:. (B, 1 cu< p) 
witnesses B E P-II: if (B, ) a C p) witnesses B E @II: whenever we set BP = 
0. 0 
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One should note that, in the definition above, if we replace “there exists a 
recursive wellordering” with “for every recursive wellordering”, we get an 
equivalent definition. Furthermore, whenever we refer to such a recursive 
ordering, InI denotes the order type of the initial segment of n E o in the 
ordering. 
Definition 2.3. If R,, RZ, R3, . . . , Rk 5 (wo) x co, let 
(RI, Rz, R3r.. . , &) 
= {(x, n) E (%I) x w 13 ~k[Ri(x,n)&V~<iV~lRj(x,m)J}. 0 
To check if (x, n) E (RI, R2, Rx, . . . , Rk), we first see if R,(x, n); if not, then 
we check to see if R2(x, n) and Vm1R,(x, m); and again if not, we eventually 
need for some i =S k, Ri(Xp n) and 
Vm(lRi(x, m) &lRz(~, WI) &~R,(.x, m) 8~. . . &~R,_,(x, WZ)). 
If this never occurs, then (x, n) $ (R,, RZ, R3, . . . , Rk). 
Detlnition 2.4. If Z-,, I& T,, . . . , r, are pointclasses, we say 
B c (90) x w is (rl, r,, r,, . . . , r,) 
if there exist RI E I’,, R2 E r,, R3 E r,, . . . , Rk E r, such that 
R = (R,, Rz, RS . . . , &I; 
in this case, we say (Ri+, 1 i-c k) witnesses B E (r’, r,, r3, . . . , r,). q 
If rl,=@ for i=l,2,3,...,y and &=E:’ for y<i=sy+p, then we 
abbreviate (ri, r,, r,, . . . , ru+@) by (y* n’i, p ~2,‘). Furthermore, we write 
(y * @‘) for (y * @, O* $‘) and (p * g) for (0 * Ll’,‘, p *A”,)). In particular, (1 * fli’) 
=(fl)=fl, (l*.Y$=(Zy)=_$), and(O*@)=(O*Z:‘)={0}. 
Definition 2.5. A c Urn is (y * @, p *E(i))* if there exist B E (y * Zlf,‘, /3 * 2:‘) and 
(A, 1 LY < w’) which witnesses ome set is 02-IZ; such that 
A = 
I 
B(x, n), Vm <n iB(x, m), and 
WP(n+l)( aisodd&xe n A,\A, ; 
B<e 
in this case, B and (A, ) LY < co’} witness A E (y*#‘, /3 *2!,‘)*. q 
If B and (A, 1 CY -C w”) witness A E (y * If;, /I * J$)* and there is a least n such 
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x E A H x is an element of the w . (n + 1) set, 
B*=(yE00(3n40.(n+l)(aisodd&yEp~~A,\A,)). 
Furthermore, the w . (n + 1)-n: set B*, which depends on n, is independent of x. 
Now we define the class (y * fl, /3 * 8):. This class properly contains 
(y*fl:, P*Z)*. 
Definition 2.6. A c Ow is (y * fl, /? * L’(l): iff there exist B and (A, 1 CY < w’) 
which witness A’ E (y * n(;, /3 *g)* and there exists D E w . m-ZI: (for some 
m E co) such that 
XCA a 
In this case, we 
p*q:. cl 
Suppose B and 
(x E A’) or (Vn lB(x, n) &x E D). 
say that B, (A, ) a < co*), and D witness that A E (y * @, 
(A, ) cy < co”) witness E E (y * fl;, /3 * 2ly)* while B, (A, 1 LY < 
,. 
oL), and D witness FE (y* n(:, /I* Pi’)!+. Then whenever Vn lB(x, n): x 4 E 
whereas x E FC$X ED. On the other hand, if 3n B(x, n) holds, then: x E EG 
x E F. 
A E Ow is defined to be in A( to’-ZI:) iff both A and its complement w. \A are 
in o*-II:. A(o*-ZZ:) properly contains lJ B<w~ (P-II:). Furthermore, it is not hard 
to show that for y E o and j3 E fV, 
and 
U2 (a-n:) c (Y * J$, P *J?>* = (Y * fl, P *z:‘)T = A(w*-n;) 
(y*~,p*~~)*c(y*~,B*~~)Tc(P*~,~*~~)*c(P*~,~*~:)T 
iff either y < p or y = y and 6 < 8. 
also, (ri, r,, I& . . . , &)* = (y*fl, /? *l$)* and (G, G, G, . . . , Ii): = (y* 
Z? B*ZX whenever there exist i, < i2 < - . . < i, such that k = i, + p, C = fl 
for i = i,, i2, . . . , i,, and otherwise r; = 2:. In particular, (g, fl)* = (fl)*. 
3. Determinacy yields an inner model of the sharp function on reals 
In [3], we show: 
Theorem 3.1. Zf L(/3#:+,(0))[~?~] L “#$(I) exists for every real r”, then Det(y * 
II?, P*-z)*. 
Theorem 3.2. Zf~!@#~+~(0))[8~] h as indiscernibles, then Det( y * @, /3 * 27):. 
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In Theorem 3.9 of this section, we prove the converse of Theorem 3.2. However, 
we need first to show that the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1 follows from 
Det(Y*fl, p*J$)T. 
In Theorem 3.8, we prove Theorem 3.9 with the added assumption that 
/3#b+r(O) exists. Then using Theorem 3.8 and induction on /3, we show Theorem 
3.9, i.e., that the assumption /3#;+,(0) exists is not needed. Even though 
“/I#i+l(0) exists” is included in the hypotheses of the results in this section which 
precede Theorem 3.9, each of these results are true if “P#b+r(O) exists” is 
removed from these hypotheses. 
The types of games we define in this section were introduced by Solovay in his 
proof that the axiom of determinacy implies that o1 is a measurable cardinal. 
Martin (see [l]) applied these types of games during the beginning of the 1970’s, 
to show that indiscernibles for L exist if all p-n: games are determined for 
/l < 02. In [l, 21, we respectively use these types of games to obtain indiscernibles 
for L(p#:(O)) and L[si] under the appropriate determinacy hypotheses. We 
similarly use these types of games to obtain indiscernibles for various inner 
models including L(/B#~+l(0))[#?~]. M oreover, the games of this section are a 
combination of the games in [ 1,2]. 
It will be convenient for the rest of this paper to let n : o + m2 be a recursive 
function such that for each p < w2, K’(p) is infinite; and to let, for each /3 < w2, 
5 : w+ n-‘(/3) be the bijection given by defining q(j) to be the least element of 
~-‘(p)\{Jr&) 1 i <j}. 
Let a and b be elements of Oo. We now define pi(a, b) for i E w. For each 
/3 < 02, we construe a 1 {J-Q(~) ( k E w} and b 1 {no(k) ) k E o}, respectively, as 
relations ,!$(a) and To(b) on o, and let ~~(a) (resp. 6,(b)) be the order type of 
,!$(a) (resp. T,(b)) whenever So(b) (resp. To(b)) is a wellordering. If ~~.;+~(a) 
and 8w.i+k(b) are defined for all k, let 
Pi(a, b) = suP{Y,,+k(a), do.i+k(b) 1 k E 01. 
If z E ww, u(k) = z(2k), and b(k) = z(2k + 1) for all k E w, then let pi(Z) be an 
abbreviation for pi((U)o, (b),). W e will be interested in p,(z) for plays z of the 
games defined in this section. 
Suppose that z is the play of one of the games G defined in this section. Let 
u(k) = z(2k) and b(k) = z(2k + 1) for all k E w. Take the statement 
“check to see if either player wins on p,(z), pi(z), p2(z), . . . , P,_~(z)” 
as an abbreviation for the following: Player I loses G if ~~((a),,) is undefined for 
some #I < o . I such that 6,.((b),) is defined for all /3’ =C p, and similarly player II 
loses G if 6,((b),) . IS undefined for some p < o - I such that yPP((u),) is defined for 
all j3’ =S /3, If z is clear from the context, then we simply say 
“check to see if either player wins on pO, p, , p2, . . . , P,_~“. 
If neither player has won on po, pl, p2, . . . , p/-1) then po, pl, p2, . . . , P,__~ 
actually exist (i.e., they are defined as above). 
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Suppose /U/i(O) exists and Det(y * fl, /3 * 2:):. In Theorem 3.5 below, we 
show #t(x) exists for every real x E L(/3#~+,(0))[~?~] under these assumptions. 
Suppose (instead) there exists a < L(ptt:+,(o))l~S:]-lcast real r E UP#~+i(O))[ti$ 
such that #i(r) does not exist. Then there exists a sequence ( rs j Y s 5 s y) of 
reals such that 1~ Y 4 y, rv = r, 
(i) #i-i(~) exists for every real x E L(r,)[+?t_i], 
and for Y < 5 < y, rE IS the <r(~+,jltj,l I -least real y E L(rE+,)[6i] for which #k(y) 
does not exist. Furthermore: 
(ii) If Y < 5 c y and r,,, = OBAt:+l, then #&) exists for each real x E 
L(r~+iJ@l such that x <~(~~+,)lt7tl rs. 
To prove Theorem 3.5, we use a W.S. for a (y * Z$, 0 * 2:): game G, (defined 
below). In Gi, each player plays a model M of “V = L(Os”~+l)[~~]” and a 
sequence (rp 1 YS 5s y) o reals in M such that conditions (i) and (ii) hold with f 
rE replaced by t-p. In the proof of Theorem 3.5, we use G, to show that #L(r,,) 
exists, instead of directly showing #$(x) exists for every real x E 
L(p#$+i(O))[#;]. More accurately, for an arbitrary fixed formula q = 
cp(u*, Vl, 212, * . . ? 2’1+1)1 we define the game G1 in terms of Q, and use G, to show 
that a club subset C of w, exists such that for any increasing sequence 
p0<p1<p2<...<p2[_i from C, 
Wv)[f3t--ll t= dh, R-I, PO, pl, . . . , h1l 
e db, %I, P[, PI+~, . . . , p2,-J. 
We now define the game Gi. 
Detinition 3.3. Fix a formula cp = cp(v,, vi, . . . , u,+~). Assuming the existence of 
OB#:+’ we define the (y * fl, p * Z?)r game G1 = GT. In Gi, think of: 
(i) ‘player I as playing xi, M’, E’, Sk for 1 c 6 < y, Of’:+’ for 1~ c < /3, and ri 
for vcE<y, and 
(ii) player II as playing x2, M’r, En, SF for 1 c 5 < y, Ofl#b+l for 1 s f c p, and 
rf$ for v<E=Zy. 
If z E w. is the play of G, with I playing a E ww and II playing b E ww, let 
Xl = (ao), 44’ = (a)19 E’ = (a)~, st = (ah+2 for l=Zisy, 
Of* :+I = {k E 0 1 (a)c +y+2(k) = l} for 1 c 5; < /3, 
r’s = (~)fi+~+3(E) for v c 5 s Y, 
-G = @lo, M” = (b), , E” = (b)2, S;’ = (b)i+2 for 1 =z i < y, 
OL# :+I = {k E w ( (b), +y+2(k) = l} for 1 c 5 < p, and 
ry = (b), +y+3(!i3 for v s 5 s Y. 
As we shall see, X, and x2 are played so that we can define ordinals pi (for i E IX). 
In the game Gi, we want LP21(OBsc~+1)[#?~] to be a model of “V = 
L(Os”~+l)[#?$‘. In Gi, O{#‘:+’ and 0;: !+I respectively are players I and II’s attempt 
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to play O’++’ for 1 s 5; c /I. M’ is I’s attempt to play (a code for) 
~,,W~+I(0))[~3:l (i.e., a model with universe o which is isomorphic to 
L,,(p#~+,(0))[~?$]) while Mu is II’s attempt to play (a code for) 
$,,W:+dW[%l. 6 and ry ” respectively are I’s and II’s attempt to play a 
UB#tG+t(o))tS:l large” real r E L,,(j3#~+,(0))[??~] such that #b(r)) exists for 
every real r’ <L(~w:+,(ow,I -1 r. Similarly, ri and r? (for Y d E < y) respectively are 
I’s and II’s attempt to play a “<Lcr~+,,l~i:,large” r al r E L(q+,)[fji] such that 
#b(y) exists for every real y <LCrE+,)lfi;l r. 
The players play St, Sf’, E’, and E” (for 1~ i c y) so that it is easy to see that 
each B, -defined below-is fl;. We consider Sf, S!‘, E’, and E” as subsets of 
w x o. For I = I, II, S$ is A’s attempt to play a particular subset of 
{(c, d) 1 M” k “c is a subset of w and d = #i(c)“}, 
while E’ is ii’s attempt to play the set of (c, d) E w X o such that M* k “d is a 
subset of w” and c is an element of the subset which d represents in Mh. 
Once the existence of p,(z) has been verified for i c 21, we will require player h 
(for A = I, II) to satisfy the following conditions: 
(Al) Mh is a (wellfounded) model of “V = L(O”“~“)[~~]” with order type p2/. 
(L2) If Y c g c y and M”k “t-t+, = OBsi+l”, then M’k “ri E L(r”,+,)[#?~]“. 
033) M*k “#g(x) exists if there exists a sequence (xi 1 I$ c i s p) of reals such 
that x = x~, Xi E L(x~+,)[#~] for E < i < p, and either p 2 Y and X, <LC~,+,)t++;, rP or 
p= Y, X, = r,, and c < Y”. In particular, for v 6 5 s y, 
M”k “#i(x) exists for every real x <LCrg+,)t~;l rE” 
and 
M’L “#b_1(x) exists for every real x e L(ry)[f3t_r]“. 
(A4) (k, m) E E” iff for some j E w, M”k “jE,,,im” and k is the order type of 
{i E o ) MA I= “i is an element of w which is less than j”}. 
(Z) For laxly, ( m, m’) E Sg iff M*k “rn and m’ are subsets of o, m’ = 
#k(m), and there exists a sequence (xi 1 5 s i =S ,u) of reals such that x = xg, 
xi E L(x,+,)[#?,‘] for c c i < ,u, and either fi 2 v &LX, <LCrb+,)ltj;l rp or p = v, X, = 
r, & 5 < v”. 
(A6) For 1~ 5‘~ /3, k E O$#’ y+’ iff k is the Giidel number of some formula I$ 
such that M’k “c#i+i(O) exists and no.ly E c#b+l(0)“. 
Assuming conditions (Al-6) hold for )3 = III, we define i; and 3: to 
respectively be the real and the sharp function which r$ and Sk code in MA. For 
vsg< y+ 1, define ik= {jE o ) (j, r’$e EA}. Similarly, 
(0) for 1 c E < y, define 3: to be the set of all (ti, fi’) such that (m, m’) E 
S& fi = {j E o ( (j, m) E E”}, and+r’={jeW)(j,m’)EE”},let$,=$,l=O,and 
whenever V8 s E Vj’iB,(x, j), let $ = (s’, U $j ( 8 s 5). 
s’, U 3:: is a function for each 6 such that Vj lBe(z, j). We shall refer to ii, $, 
$, and the conditons (M-6) when defining the winning conditions for G,. 
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We next define the fl sets BE and the g sets R, for 1~ E c y and 1s 5 s/3; 
these are used to define the (y * fl, /3 * 2:): game G1. We first define Bi and 
then define BE in terms of Bi. If z is the play of G, and if m, m’, n, n’, k E co, we 
interpret Bi(z, m, m’, n, n’, k) as the players disagreeing about the value of 
#k(a) for some real u E dom($ fl s’,‘); that is, “in M’, m represents the same 
subset o of o as n does in Mu”, (m, m’) E Sk, (n, n’) E SF, and exactly one of m’ 
and n ’ “contain the formula k”. Let Bi(z, m, m’, n, n’, k) iff 
Vj [(j, m) E E’ e (j, n) E E”], (m, m’) E Sl,, 
(n, n’) E SF, and (k, m’) E E’ e (k, n’) $ E”. 
Let B&Z, j) e B& (j)~ (jh, (jh, (jh, (jh) & (jh 3 21. 
Now we define the Z’: sets R, for 1s f c /I. Let 
Rc(z, k+ 21) e O!#$+‘(k) # O~~~+i(k) & [Of*:+‘(k) = 1 or O!FG+l(k) = l] 
e (a)~+,+4k)+(b)~+,+@)&](a),+,+,(k)=I or (b)~+,+2(k)=ll; 
also let Vj < 21 lRc(z, j). Then R, E A’f. 
Next we define the winning conditions of G1 for the case in which 3j BE(z, j) 
and Vg’ < g Vj’ lB&z, j’). In this case, the players disagree about the value of 
#k(u) for some real a; we define the winning conditions so that a player wins if 
he has played the correct value of #k(u). Consider a play z of G1: 
G, ;I ;; ;:I ;!, $1 : : : ;b ;:, ;;:I ;;;:: : : : $,:;I: ;; $1: : : : $ 
1 2 
Assume a lexicographically least (5, i) exists such that Bc(z, i). Check to see if 
either player wins on po, pl, pz, . . . , pi-I. If neither has won, then define po, 
Pl, P2,. . . J pi-,. Player I loses G, unless conditions (11-6) hold, and if (11-6) 
hold, player II loses unless (111-6) hold. Let m = (i)o, m’ = (i)l, n = (i)2, 
n’ = (i)3, and k = (i)4. For y E {m, m’, n, n’}, define jj = {j E w 1 (j, y) E EA.), 
whereA=Iify~{m,m’}andA=IIify~{n,n’}. SinceBE(z,i), 
(1) ti = ii, (m, m’) E Sk, (n, n’) E SF, and k E r2’ e k 4 ii’. 
Denote the subset 2 = ri of w by u. I wins G, iff the following holds: 
(2) k E rfz’ iff k is the Godel number of some formula ~(v,, vl, u2, . . . , Vi+,) 
(so thatj<k) and &,,(u)[~~-J~ $40, $5-1, PO, ~1, ~2,. . . , Pi-l]. 
(Notice that po, p,, p2, . . . , pj are all defined since j < (i)4.) 
Now we define the winning conditions for G, assuming a lexicographically least 
(I;, k) exists such that Rc(z, k + 21) and Vg VjlB,(z, j). In this case m, m’, n, 
and n’ are not defined and players I and II agree with respect to the sharp 
functions #k (restricted to reals common to both dom(S\) and dom(SF)) for 
g < y and to the reals oi*b+l for j < t, but disagree as to whether or not k E 05#b”. 
We define the winning conditions so that the player who is correct as to whether 
or not k E O’“:+’ wins. Check to see if either player wins on po, pl, p2, . . . , pk+Z, 
and if not, define po, pl, p2, . . . , pk+2/. Player I loses G1 unless conditions (11-6) 
hold, and if (11-6) hold, player II loses unless (111-6) hold. If OF#b+‘(k) = 1 (resp. 
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Ofi*;+‘:+’ = l), then I (resp. II) loses G1 unless k is the Giidel number of some 
formula 7f!~ = W(q), vl, vz, . . . , vi+,) (with j + 1 <k) and 
(3) L (0$5-iN+1 )[syl L v,[w-“++‘, s, PO, Pl, P2, . . . , Pj-II 
(resp. Lz.JOC,,S’)“++l)[S,l k v[O$-“#$+‘, s,, PO, P19 P2, . . . 9 Pj-II). 
Suppose Vg c y Vi 3?E(~, i) & Vg‘ s /3 Vk +,(z, k). We now define the win- 
ning conditions for this case. Check to see if either player wins on 
PO, Pl, P2,. * * 7 p2), and if not, define po, pl, p2, . . . , p2,. Then player I loses Cl 
unless conditions (11-6) hold, and if (11-6) hold, player II loses unless (111-6) 
hold. 
Below we define the remaining conditions (A7, 8, 9) for il = I, II: 
(A7) L,,(~~)[~,-J b q#& $-1, po, pl, . . . , pi-d, where 
VA= Q, 
1 
if A=I, 
iv if A =II. 
Recall x E {I, II} \ {A} if il E {I, II}. The condition (A8) informally states that 
whenever M” satisfies conditions which imply #it(i:) exists, player A must verify 
#i(i”,) exists, i.e., player k needs (A*) to hold, where (A*) is the following: 
The condition (n9) informally states that (it, i”,-i, . . . , i”,) is lexicographically 
larger than (i”,, if,, . . . , i”;). 
The remaining conditions are: 
(n8) If condition (n9) holds, then (x*) holds. 
(n9) There exists 5 > Y and m cW*MA such that fi = ii, Vj > 5 (?j = ?;I), and 
MA L “m E L(r~+l)[~~] and m <L(,~+,jl~3t_1 I$“. 
Assuming VE Vi lBE(z, i) and conditions (ill-6) hold for A = I, II, player I 
wins G, iff for some k E (7, 8, 9}, condition (IIk) fails while conditions (11-k) 
hold. 0 
In Definition 3.6 below, we define a game G2 which is similar to Cl. Both Gi 
and G2 are (y* fl, /3 *_Xy): games. Therefore, assuming p#i+l(0) exists, 
Det(r*@, P*E)T, and A E (1, 2}, GA has a W.S. sA. 
Lemma 3.4 below shows that for plays of GA consistent with So, the player 
without the W.S. So essentially has control over the ordinals pi. [2] proves Lemma 
3.4 for the case y = 1 and /3 = 0; the general proof is similar. Since we have not 
yet defined G2, we prove Lemma 3.4 for the case h = 1. The proof for the case 
I = 2 is almost identical. 
Lemma 3.4. Assume /3#i+l(0) exists, Det(y*G, /?*_Ey)T, and fix A. E (1, 2). 
Let z = 1 ifsA is II’s W.S. and otherwise let t = 2. A closed unbounded subset C of 
o1 exists such that for any increasing sequence (pi 1 i < IN) of elements from C, 
there exists x with the following property: For any play z of Gn consistent with s,, 
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such that x, - which is played by the player without the W.S. -is equal to x, we 
have the following: 
(i) If either (6, ‘) ’ 1 1 LS exicographically least such that BE@, i) or Vg 6 y Vj 1 
B&r, j) and (I;, ‘) 1 is lexicographically least such that R&Z, i), then for all j < i, 
pi(Z) exists and is equal to oj. 
(ii) lf VE G y VilB5(z, i), Vg‘ G p Vi lR,(z, i), and either j s 21 and A = 1 or 
j G 1 and A = 2, then pi(Z) exists and is equal to pi. 
(iii) For 1 s E G y, c 20, and p E C, 15,(l;#~+~(O))[8$ is an elementary 
submodel of L,,(5;#~+I(0))[~~], and if (5, 5;) ’ 1 IS exicographically less than (y, f3), 
then C is a set of indiscernibles for L,,(<#~+I(0))[@ and L,(~#~+,(O))[~?J 
contains #b r L(S;#~+r(O))[ti,$ for 8 < & 
Proof. Let us first consider the case in which A = 1 and sr is I’s W.S. If rl< or and 
i, j E w, let 
Bt”+j = {z E wo consistent with s1 1 VP’ < o - i + j 
6,&~~) is defined and less then 9 and one of (iv), (v), 
and (vi) (given below) holds}. 
(iv) 35 3k > i [(E, k) ’ 1 is exicographically least such that BE(z, k)]. 
(v) VE VklBE(z, k) and 35 3k > i [(c, k) is lexicographically least such that 
R&Z, k)l. 
(vi) VE VklBE(z, k), Vc Vk lRz(z, k), and i G 21. 
If p < w* and z E B& ye(xJ must exist since otherwise z would be a loss for I 
which is consistent with I’s W.S. sr. As in [ll, 4A.6, p. 1971, supzEBt yO(xl) < wr, 
so let 
v(B, rl) = ;!I( Y&J and v(q) = sup 0, r) < w fi<WZ 
Then C’ = (5 < or 1 Vq < E ~(7) < 5) is club in w,. 
Since p#i+r(O) exists, a closed unbounded subset c” of C’ exists which is a set 
of indiscernibles for L,(~#~+,(O))[fj$ whenever (5, 5‘) is lexicographically less 
than (y, /I). For such (E, 5;), by Lemma 1.8 and since p#b+r(O) exists, 
#; 1 w~~+*m[~~1 is countable for 0 < c so that a club subset C”’ of c” exists 
such that for each p E C”‘, LP(c#i+r(0))[@] contains #b r L(~#~+,(O))[ti$ for 
19 < E. Furthermore, by the Lowenheim-Skolem Theorem, a closed unbounded 
subset C of C”’ exists which satisfies (the remaining condition in) (iii). 
Let us show that C satisfies the other properties, (i) and (ii), given in the 
lemma. Choose an arbitrary increasing sequence (pi ) i < w) from C. Let x E Ow 
be such that each (6,.i+j(X) ( j E w) is an increasing sequence converging to pi. 
Let z be any play of G consistent with s1 in which II plays x2 =x. Since z is a win 
for I, ~~++~(xr) must exist for any j E w and any i satisfying (iv), (v), or (vi); 
furthermore, for any such i, Yo.i+j(Xl) < pi since each pi E C s C’. Thus, we have 
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(i) and (ii). We similarly handle the other cases (in which either s, is a W.S. for II 
or A. = 2). 0 
Theorem 3.5. If Det(y * fl, p * Z’y)z and OBftb+i exists, then 
L(/3#~+,(0))[6~] k “#b(x) exists for every real 2’. 
Proof. Assume Det(y* I$ /?* g’>: and Ofi*:+’ exists. Let <~~B~~~,~O~~l~;l be a 
definable wellordering of ~(j3#~+l(0))[fi$] such that 
(i) #k(x) exists for 1 G E s y and for every real x for which x <t(B++l(ojjl~;l y 
fo;e;;e real y :UC<~ L(C#$+I(O))C~~I. 
y+l = p#,,+,(O) and assume (rE 1 Y G E c y) is a sequence of reals (i.e., 
subsets of o) such that: 
(ii) If v G Es y, then rE E L(rE+,)[6&]. 
(iii) If v G E 5 y, then #&(x) exists for every real x E L(rE+,)[ti$ such that 
x <L(rI+,)l$J ‘5. 
(iv) If Y > 1, then #b-,(x) exists for every real x E L(r,,)[f3:_,]. 
By induction it is enough to show #t(r,,) exists (see paragraph preceding 
Definition 3.3). 
By (ii), (iii), ( iv ), and Lemma 1.8, #i(x) exists if 
(v) there exists a sequence (xi 1 5 si&p) of reals such that x=x5, _rie 
L(xi+JR] for E d i < Jo, and either ,U 3 v and X~ <L(r,,+,j,~;l rP or p= Y, x, = r,, 
and 5~ v. 
Since Det(y*@, p*Zy)z, the W.S. s1 for the game G, exists (see Definition 
3.3) and the club subset C of Lemma 3.4 exists. By the usual Skolem hull 
argument, r; E Lw,(rg+,)[fj~] c L,,(/?#~+,(O))[Ji~] for v 6 4_ s y. W.l.0.g. 
assume: 
(vi) For V=Z 6 G y and p E C, rr E L,(rE+,)[7?$ and L,,(rE)[$i_,] is an elemen- 
tary submodel of L,,(r,)[8&J. 
Since #j(x) exists implies there are only countably many reals in L(x)[f3:_,], 
there are only countably many (g, x) such that 1 G 5 G y and x is a real which 
satisfies (v). Also, #i(x) exists for each such (5, x). Therefore, w.1.o.g. assume C 
satisfies the following: 
(*) For 1 G E G y and for each real x which satisfies (v), C is a set of 
indiscernibles for L,,(x)[#&,] and for each p E C, &,(x)[&&_,] is an elementary 
submodel of L,,(x)[ti&,] and contains #b / L(x)[d$_,] for each 8 < E. 
Similarly, by Lemma 3.4(iii): 
(vii) If p E C, 0~ 5 < 0, and 8 s y, then L,(~#$+l(0))[~~] contains 
#A r w~.:+Im[q. 
Fix a formula Q, = q(vO, ul, u2, . . . , q-J By Lemma 1.6, it suffices to show 
that there exists a club subset C of o, such that for any increasing sequence 
p. < p, < p2 < . . f < p2/-, from C, 
L&,)1&-J b dry. K1, po, PI, . . . , pi-J 
e db sL1, PI, p/+1) . . . , p2[-,l. 
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We prove this theorem for the case in which s, is a W.S. for II. The proof of this 
theorem for the case in which s1 is a W.S. for I is similar and is left to the reader. 
Since the proof would be complete if L,,(r,,)[Ji~_,]~l[r,,, sb_i, pO, p,, 
P2, . . . , p,_,] for every increasing sequence p. < p, < p2 < . . . < p,_, from C, let 
PO<Pl<P2<.. - < pI_l be any increasing sequence of elements from C such 
that 
(viii) &,(ry)]%-l) b Q)[ry9 f3t-1, PO, Pi, p2, . . . , P,-J 
Since Lpy(rv)[~~--l] . 1s an elementary submodel for L,,(r,)[#?~_,], it is enough to 
pick an arbitrary increasing sequence pI < p,+, < P,+~ < * . . < p2, from C such that 
pI-l < p, and show 
($) ~pu(f-v)[+%-J k v,[rv9 R-I, PO, PI, p2, . . . , PI-,] 
e drvj %-,P~, p/+19 p/+2, . . . , P~~-J. 
Let x be as in Lemma 3.4 and let n, =x. Define M’, Sk, E’, O;*b+l, and ri E w 
so that the following hold: 
(ix) Of++’ = 05#t+’ for I =Z c < p. 
(x) M’ is (a code for) LP,,(/3#~+1(0))[~~]. 
(xi) E’ is the set of (k, m) E w X o such that for some j E o, k is the order 
type of {i E o 1 M’k i is an element of w less than j} and M’ bjeM1 m. 
(xii) ik = rE for Y G E G y, w h ere ig is defined to be {j E w 1 (j, t-3 E E”} as in 
Definition 3.3. 
(xiii) For 1~ 5 c y, Sk is the set of (m, m’) E o x w such that M’ k “m and m’ 
are reals, m’ = #i(m), and there exists a sequence (xi 1 c 6 i =S p) of reals such 
that x =x5, xi E L(Xi+i)[di] for Es i < p, and either p 2 Y &x, <L(r,+,jl+l rp or 
p = Y, x, = r, & 5 < Y”. 
Let z be the play of G1 consistent with s, in which I plays xi, M’, Sk for 
1s z$ G y, E’, of”’ y+l for 1 G c < p, and r’s for Y G E G y. 
Since p2[ E C, by Lemma 3.4, L,,,,(p#~+i(O))[??~] is an elementary submodel of 
L,,(p#~+l(0))[??~] so that if p2[(z) is defined, then M’ is (a code for) a model of 
V = UP#;+l(O))&l h w ose ordinals have order type p2/. 
Recall $, = 3:: = 0. Whenever VjlBe(z, j), s’, U sf is a function, and if 
V8 < 5 Vj-&(z, j), let SE = (s’, U $j 1 8 G 5). We often use the following 
lemma to interchange SE and 838. 
Lemma 3.5.1. Zf for each 8 s E, 3; 2 #L 1 L(x)[d& Vj&,(z, j), and 
(xiv) either L,,(x)[~$ b“#&) exists for each real x” or (the stronger 
condition) #i+1(x) exists (hofb), 
then L,(x)[#?$] = L&)[$] f or each a: E ON, and for each formula q = 
V(%P Vl, v2, . * * > vk+l) and any increasing sequence K. < K1 < * - + < q from C, 
L,(x)[g$ k V[x, fi&, Ko, KI, . * * 9 Kj-I] 
e &,(X>[$] b ‘@[X, $9 Ko, KI, . . . , +I]. 
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To show the above lemma, notice condition (xiv) implies that L,,(x)[~$ != 
“#h(x) exists for each real x and 0 c 5”. We divide the remaining portion of this 
proof into three cases, the first two of which we show cannot occur. 
Case 1. Suppose there exists a lexicographically least (g, i) such that BE(z, i). 
Then, by Lemma 3.4, for each j < i, pi(Z) is defined and equal to pi. 
Let m = (i)o, m’ = (i)l, n = (i)*, n’ = (i)3, and k = (&. Since BE@, i) and 
rfi =ri, (m, m’) E SI,, (n, n’) E SF, and (k, m’) e E’G(k, n’) $ E”. Since 
(m, m’) E Sk and M’ is a code for an elementary submodel of &,,(p#~+i(O))[~$ 
rit’ = #k(h). Since m E dom(S& rii satisfies (v) so that by (*), for each p E C: 
(xv) L&fq[f3&11 is an elementary submodel of L,,(+z)[$&_,], 
(xvi) C is a set of indiscernibles for L,,(lit)[8i_,], and 
(xvii) L,(fi)[tii_,] contains 77: 1 L(&)[??_,] for 0 < 5. 
By (xv) and (xvi), k E rit’ = #i(riz) G k is the Gijdel number for some formula 
w=w( uo, 211, u2, . . . 9 Vj+,) such that 
Lp,(fi)[fj&l] b W[fi~ tii-l, PO? P19 P2, . . . 9 Pj-11. 
By (xvii), $2 #k r L(&)[fj$_,] for 8 < 5, and since #i(d) exists, by Lemma 
3.5.1 
Thus, if 3E Eli B,(z, i), then: 
k E a’ iff L4(fi)[sg-i] k t/~[fi, SE-~, PO, ~1, . . . , Pi-11 
i.e., (2) of Definition 3.3 holds. 
Since (2) of Definition 3.3 holds and z is a win for II, Vg Vi lBE(z, i) so that 
Sl, U SI,I is a function for all E < y. 
Case 2. Suppose there exists a lexicographically least (5, k) such that 
&(z, k + 21). Then by Lemma 3.4, for each j <k + 21, pi(Z) is defined and equal 
to pj. Since R,(z, k + 21), (11-6) hold, and s1 is II’S w.s., (111-6) hold and k is the 
Gijdel number of some formula I+!J = q(uo, ui, . . . , vi+,) with j + 1 <k. Since 
PO, PI9 P2, * *. 7 pj E C, by Lemma 3.4 L,((c - l)#~_,(O))[~~] is an elementary 
submodel of and C is a set of indiscernibles for L,,((c - l)#$+,(O))[~~] so that 
(xviii) k E 05#b+’ iff $((5; - 1)#b+1(0))[~7:1 
k $9[o(c-1)s~+I #;, po p1 
Since Oz#b+’ exists and by 
Pj-II. 
(vii)‘$L#‘I L((< - l)#;+,(O))[db] for 8 c y, by 
Lemma 3.5.1 and (xviii): 
(xix) k e Oc#:+l =Of*:+1 iff LP,(Of~-‘)“:+l)[Q 
b 1#[0$5-““‘+1 $9 PO pi . . ) pj-11, 
i.e., (3) of Definition 3.3 holds. Thus, since z is a win for II, Vc < /3 Vkl&(z, k) 
and 
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Case 3. Vg G y VilB&z, i) and Vg‘ </I Vk lRS.(z, k). 
From the definition of Oz#:+’ , Sk, and E’, conditions (14-6) hold. Since p2[ E C, 
Lws:+Im[~ji:l is an elementary submodel of L,,(P#b+l(0))[#?b], and for 
YGCG y, rs E L,,,(r,+l)[~~]. Therefore, since M’ is a code for 
L,W;+I@))P%I d an ii = rE for Y < c s y, conditions (11-3) are satisfied. Since 
(11-6) hold and s1 is a W.S. for II, conditions (111-6) hold. 
Since Lpu(rv)[$t-J . IS an elementary submodel of L,,(r,,)[#$~_,], 
(xxi) Lpu(ry)[tit-i] k “iit-1(n) exists for every real x”, 
and by (viii), 
(xxii) &&i)[fjLll k db, K1, po, pl, . . . , P,-J 
Since $‘, 1 #h 1 Lpz,(rv)[+?t--l] for 8 < Y, by (xxi), (xxii), and Lemma 3.5.1, 
Consequently, since i’, = r,, condition (17) holds. Since z is a win for II, (117) 
holds. Since (17) and (117) hold, i’, # i’,‘. 
Suppose there exists g such that (a) Y G 5 c y, (b) 5 <j G y + $’ = $ = 5, and 
(c) i’s’ <L(r5+,,lt7&l ‘5. Then (19) holds and (119) fails to hold. Since ig <++,),g7;, r5, 
by (*) C is a set of indiscernibles for Z,,,(i’,‘)[~~_i] and LpZ,(i~)[fj~_,] is an 
elementary submodel of &,(i~)[~~-J so that 
(xxiii) ~&,(it’)[K~l k q,[i’Y’, 87t-,, po, pl, . . . , P~-~] 
e de #L PI, PI+17 * . . , Pz--11. 
Since #b(F’,‘) exists and Sk c #k r LPZ,(?~)[f3~--1] for 8 < Y, by Lemma 3.5.1 and 
(xxiii), (18) holds. Therefore, (a), (b), and (c) imply that (18,9) hold and (119) 
fails to hold. 
Since z is a win for II, there is no E which satisfies (a), (b), and (c); and since 
i’, # i’,‘, there exists 5 2 Y such that rc <Lcr,+,j,tig i! & Vj > 5 (I; = Pj’). Therefore, 
(19) fails to hold and conditions (18) and (119) hold. Since z is a win for II, (118) 
holds so that: 
~pu(rv)[~v-d k drvj &,-I, PO, PI, . . . , PI-II@ drv, L1, PI, PI+I, .. . , P2b-11. 
Therefore, since Sk 2 #k r Lpu(rv)[i$-l] for 8 < Y and LP2,(r,,)[fjk--l] 1 “#t-l(x) 
exists for every real x”, 
&&v)[f3t--ll k Q)[rvj R-i, PO, 13, . . . , ~I-J 
@ drv, dtL1, PI, P/+1, . . . , p2,--J, 
i.e., ($) holds. 0 
Since the existence of #b(x) implies #k(x) exists for 8 < y, by Theorem 3.5 we 
have: 
Corollary 3.5.2. 1f Det( y * fl, /3 * 2:): and OB#$+’ exim, then L(p#;+l(0))[d$ b 
“#i(x) exists for every real x and 0 s y”. Cl 
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Now that we have shown that 
L(/l#~+,(O))[ti~] L“#i(r) exists for every real I” 
follows from Det(y*fi;, /3 *$‘)T and the existence of P#b+,(O), we similarly 
show in Theorem 3.8 that the existence of indiscernibles for L(/?#~+,(O))[fj~] 
follows from the same hypothesis. First we define the (y * II’,‘, /? * 2:‘): game G,, 
which we use in the proof of Theorem 3.8. G2 is similar to the game G,. 
Definition 3.6. Fix a formula Q, = Q)(v(~, u , u2, . . . , u,+,). Assuming the exist- 
ence of OBstb+l, we define the (y * n’,‘, 6 * 2:‘): game G2 = Gz. In G2, think of: 
(i) player I as pl aying xi, M’, E’, Sk for 16 ,$6 y, and Of*+” for 1~ c c /3 and 
(ii) player II as playing x2, M”, E”, SF for 1~ 5 c y, and OFIti’p:+’ for 1 < 5 s p. 
If z E Oo is the play of G2 with I playing a E ‘OW and II playing b E wo, let 
XI = (a)o, M’=(a),, E’ = (a),, Sk = (a),+2 for 16 ,$ s y, 
05* I :+I = {k E 0 1 (U)< +y+2(k) = l} for 1 s < C /?, 
x2 = (b),, M” = (b),) E” = (b)2, Sy = (!I)~+~ for 1 C 5 C y, 
and 
Of,#’ y+’ = {k E w 1 (b)c +,+,(k) = l} for 1s 5 =5 0. 
As in Definition 3.3, x, and x2 are played so that we can define ordinals p, (for 
iEW). 
In the game G2, we want LP,(Optt~+l)[~j:] to be a model of “V = 
L(OB%" )[db] + #b(x) exists for every real x”. In G2, OF#b+’ and O~I~:p”+I respe- 
ctively are players I and II’s attempt to play O”#k+’ for 1 c I; < p. 
M’ is I’s attempt to play (a code for) L,,(/3#~+,(0))[#?~] while M” is II’s 
attempt to play (a code for) L,,(/3#~+l(0))[#?~]. The players play S!, Sf’, E’, and 
E” (for 1 c i s y) so that it is easy to see that each B, -defined below-is Pi. 
We consider S!, Sf’, E’, and E” as subsets of o x o. For )3 = I, II, Sg is A’s 
attempt to play 
{(c, d) ( 44” k “c is a subset of o and d = #i(c)“}, 
while EA is A’s to play the set of (c, d) E o x o such that MAk “d is a subset of 0” 
and c is an element of the subset which d represents in M". 
Once the existence of pi(Z) has been verified for i c 1, we will require player II 
(for A = I, II) to satisfy the following conditions: 
(Al) MA is a (wellfounded) model of “V = L(OB*$")[d:] and #b(r) exists for 
every real r” such that the ordinals in M" have order type p,. 
(A.2) For 16 5 s y, (m, m’) E Ske MA k “m and m’ are subsets of o such that 
m’ = #i(m)“. 
(A3) (k, m) E E’efor some j E o, MA kje,,.,Arn and k is the order type of 
{i E w ( MAki is an element of o which is less than j}. 
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(i14) For 1 s 5; 6 /I, k E O$#’ Y+’ iff k is the Godel number of some formula q!~ 
such that 
M” L “<#t+r(O) exists and no. I# E 5;#i+r(O)“. 
For 1 s 5 c y and II = I, II define 3; and 3, as in (0) of Definition 3.3, i.e., 
$ = {(&i, 6’) 1 (m, m’) E S$}, and if V0 c g Vjl&(z, j), SE = (SI, u sI,I 1 8 s 5). 
We next define the fl sets BE and the .Zy sets R, for 1 c 5 c y and 1 c f s /I, 
first defining B; and then defining BE in terms of B& If z is the play of G2 and if 
m, m’, n, n’, k E co, we interpret B;(z, m, m’, n, n’, k) as the players disagreeing 
about the value of #k(a) for some real u common to both M’ and M”; that is, “in 
M’, m represents the same subset u of w as n does in MI*“, M’ k “m’ = #k(m)“, 
M” k “n’ = #k(n)“, and exactly one of m’ and it’ “contain the formula k”. Let 
Bi(z, m, m’, n, n’, k) iff 
Vj [(j, m) c E’ e (i, n) E E”], (m, m’) E SI,, 
(n, n’) E SF, and (k,m’)EE’@ (k,n’)$E”. 
Let BEG, i)eB& (i)o, (i),, (ib (ib (ib) & 1 s (ih. 
Now we define the 2: sets R, for 1 c 5; =z p. Let 
R,(z, k + 1) e O;*:+‘(k) #Oj$+l(k) 
& [Ofsb+‘(k) = 1 or Oft;+](k) = l] 
* (a,+,+#) #(b),+,+,(k) 
& ](a) c+,,+&) = 1 or (b),+,+,(k) = 11; 
also let b’j < 1 lRc(z, i). Then R, E A:. 
Next we define the winning conditions of G2 for the case in which Zlj BE(z, i) 
and Vg’ < E Vi’ lBEs(z, i’). In this case, the players disagree about the value of 
#k(a) for some real a; we define the winning conditions so that a player wins if 
he has played the correct value of #i(a). Consider a play z of G2: 
G* ;I ;: $1 $1 ;;, : : : ;; ;:I g:: g::: : : : $,Zi::. 
I 
Assume a lexicographically least (5, i) exists such that BE(z, i). Check to see if 
either player wins on pO, pr, p2, . . . , pi-I. If neither has won, then define 
PO, Pl, P2, . . . I Pi-l. Player I loses G2 unless conditions (11-4) hold, and if 
(11-4) hold, player II loses unless (111-4) hold. Let m = (z)~, m’ = (i)l, n = (i)2, 
n’ = ($, and k = (&. For y E {m, m,‘, n, n’}, define y^ = {j E w 1 (j, y) E E’}, 
where )c = I if y E {m, m’} and 3L = II if y E {n, n’}. Since Bg(z, i), 
(1) &=ri, (m,m’)eSk, (n,n’)~S!, kerfi’ekqfi’, andIs(i 
Denote the subset ti = fi of o by u. I wins G2 iff the following holds: 
(2) k E fi’ iff k is the Godel number of some formula v(uo, ur, v2, . . . , Vi+,) 
(so that i < k) and &,(~)[$-J k ~lr[a, SE-~, PO, ~1, ~2, . . . , Pj-l]. 
(Notice that po, pl, p2, . . . , p,+j are all defined since j < ($ and I s (&.) 
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Now we define the winning conditions for G2 assuming a lexicographically least 
(5, k) exists such that R5(z, k + I), and Vg Vil&(z, i). In this case m, m’, n, 
and rr’ are not defined and players I and II agree with respect to the sharp 
functions #k (restricted to reals common to both M’ and M”) for 5 < y and the 
reals P’+ y ’ for j < 1;, but disagree as to whether or not k E 0”‘:“. We define the 
winning conditions so that the player who is correct as to whether or not k E O#:+l 
wins. Check to see if either player wins on po, pl, p2, . . . , pk+I, and if not, 
define po, pl, p2, . . . , pk+l. Player I loses G2 unless conditons (11-4) hold, and if 
(11-4) hold, player II loses unless (111-4) hold. If Oi#++‘(k) = 1 (resp. Oaks” = 
l), then I (resp. II) wins G2 iff k is the Godel number of some formula 
Ict=+( vo, rJ1, 212, * . . J v~+~) with j + 1 <k, such that 
L 
PI 
(O$5-““‘+1)[S~] k Q[O$6-*)#‘+1, Sy> PO, o1, o2, . . . 7 pj-I] 
(resp. L _(O$-““++I 4 >[jy] k V[“!i-l)tt’+l~ $> PO, Pl, P2, * . . 3 Pj-11.) 
Suppose VE s y Vi lBE(z, i) & Vg c p Vk lRc(z, k). We now define the win- 
ning conditions for this case. Check to see if either player wins on 
PO, Pl, P2, . . . > pI, and if not, define po, pi, p2, . . . , pI. Then player I loses G2 
unless the conditions (11-4) hold. If neither player has yet lost, then II wins G, iff 
conditons (111-4) and condition (115) below hold. 
We use the following lemma and Lemma 1.6 to prove Theorem 3.8. 
Lemma 3.7. Assume Det( y * fl, /3 * 2’7): and f3#$+I(0) exists. W.1.o.g. one may 
assume that the closed unbounded subset C of Lemma 3.4 also satisfies the 
folio wing : 
(iv) For any p E C and for any subset r E L,(/3#~+I(0))[~~] of IX, C\(p + 1) is 
an (uncountable) set of indiscernibles for L(r)[#i_,] and Lp(r)[db_I] contains 
#i 1 L(r)[B$_,] for each 8 < y. 
Proof. Assume Det( y * @, /I * 2:):. S ince the intersection of two closed un- 
bounded subsets of w1 is a closed unbounded subset of wi, it is sufficient to show 
that a closed unbounded subset D’ of o1 with property (iv) exists. Using Theorem 
3.5, choose for each p < oi, a closed unbounded subset C, of q such that for 
any subset r E L,(p#~+l(0))[8~] of o, C,, is a set of indiscernibles for 
L(r)[f3:_,]. Then the diagonal intersection D of the CP’s is a closed unbounded 
subset of q. Furthermore, if p E D and r E Lp(/3#t+l(0))[&j:], then for any 
p’ E D\(p + l), p’ E C, and is therefore an indiscernible for L(r)[db_,]. 
For each r E L(f3#~+l(0))[8~], since #t(r) exists, by Lemma 1.8 
% ! L(r)[dj:-iI is countable for each 0 < y so that there exists a least 
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(countable) p(r) ED such that L,(,,(r)[fi~_I] contains ##b r L(r)[&~_,] for each 
8 < y. For p ED, let v(p) = sup{p(r) 1 r is a real of L,(/3#~+I(0))[~~]} < wl, 
v”(p) = p, v”“(p) = v(v”(p)), and v”(p) = sup{v”(p) 1 n E o} ED. Then D’ = 
{v”(p) 1 p E D} ED satisfies property (iv). 0 
In the proof of Theorem 3.8, we show that Det(y * fl, P * 27): and P#b+i(O) 
exists imply condition (iv) of Lemma 1.6 for x = /3#;+,(0). Then by Lemma 1.6, 
Det(y * fl, p * _Q: and p##i+i(O) exists imply L(/3#~+i(O))[~~] has indiscern- 
ibles. The proof of Theorem 3.8 is similar to that of Theorem 3.5. 
Theorem 3.8. Zf Det(y * @, p * 27): und p#b+i(O) exists, then L(P#$+i(O))[~3:] 
has indiscernibles. 
Proof. Assume Det(y * fl, p * 2:): and /3#b+i(O) exists. Then the W.S. s2 of the 
game G2 exists as does the closed unbounded subset C from Lemma 3.7, and by 
Theorem 3.5, 
~5(/3#~+~(0))[?$~] k “#t(r) exists for every real r”. 
We would like to show L(~#f:+,(O))[~:] h as indiscernibles. Fix an arbitrary 
formula Q, = q(vo, 21i, . . . , 2rl+l ). It is enough to show that (for x = p#b+i(O)) C, 
of condition (iv) in Lemma 1.6 exists. 
We complete the proof of this theorem by showing: 
Lemma 3.8.1. For any increasing sequence p. < p, < p2 < . . . < P~.-~ from C, 
(9 Z+&3#~+I(0))[~7:l k ~[Psf:+~(0), $3:, PO, ply p2, . . . , hII if s2 is a w.s. 
for I and 
(ii) L,,(P#~+I(0))[~$ ~3@#~+1(0), d7:, PO, PI, ~32, . . . , PI-II ifs2 is a w.s. 
for II. 
Let (pi 1 i<w) b e any sequence of elements from C. We prove this lemma for 
the case in which s2 is a W.S. for II. Let x be as in Lemma 3.4 and let xi =x. 
Let M’ be (a code for) LP,(p#~+l(0))[fj~]. For 1~ ?j < y, let Sk be the set of 
(m, m’) E o x w such that M’ L “m and m’ are reals and m’ = #k(m)“. Define E’ 
and Oi#i+’ for 1 s 5 < /3 analogous to how they are defined in Theorem 3.5. Let z 
be the play of G2 consistent with s2 in which I plays xi, M’, E’, Sk for 1 s E s y, 
and OiSF+’ for 1 s I; s /?. 
As in the proof of Theorem 3.5, one shows that 
V~SyVilBE(z,i)&V<Sj3Vi-$(z,i). 
In particular, for the case in which there exists 5, m, m’, n, n’, k and a formula 
w = q(tJo, JJl, . . . 7 Vi+,) such that B&(z, m, m’, n, n’, k), V8 < 5 Vj3?B(~, i), 
and k = no.q, one needs to show 
(iii) &,(fi)[tii-J k r/J[& di-,, PO, PI, . . . , Pj-I] iff &,(fi)[3~-11 k V,[& SE-I, 
PO, Pl, . . . 7 Pj-II. 
Obtaining sharps from determinacy 27 
Since #i(x) exists for every real x E L(/3#:+‘(0))[8:], the existence of #$(x) 
implies #&XC) exists for 8 c y, and L,($)[tik_‘] E L(p#b+‘(O))[??$ 
(iv) #&x) exists for every real x E L,(fi)[#?_,] and 8 < 5. 
Since ft E Z,,,(p#~+,(O))[~$ by Lemma 3.7 L,,,(&)[ti~_‘] contains 
#k r Z,(ti)[#$,_,] for 8 < y. Hence, for 8 < g, 
$J = #k 1 Lp,(p#;+l(o))[~:12 #h r L,,(W[qJ = #:, r wfwq41 
2 #L r &&q[q,l. 
Therefore, by (iv), (iii) holds. 
We have defined M’, E’, and $ for 1 <i c y so that conditions (11-4) of 
Definition 3.6 are satisfied, and since Vg G y VilB,(z, i) and Vc =Z p Vi- 
&(z, i), conditions (111-5) hold. Therefore, M’ and M” are each wellfounded 
models of “V = L(/3#i+l(0))[#;] and #b( r exists for every real r” such that pI is ) 
the order type of the ordinals. Since VC$ < y Vi lBE(z, i), for any real o c o 
which is in both the transitive model A?’ which M’ codes and the transitive model 
A?” which Mu codes, A?’ and A?” agree about the values #i(a) for 1 s E 6 y. For 
each CC /3, since VilZQ(z, i), Of#:+l= O$@:+l = Os’~+’ and A?’ and A?” agree 
about the value of O**!+‘(k) for k E co. Thus, from the construction of 
w~t+1@))[~:1 g’ ‘ven in Definition 1.4, one can show by induction that 
(v) $k=$‘=#& ~L,,(P#~+‘(O))[#~] for 166~~ and A?‘=&?‘= 
since A?’ = L,,(p#~+‘(O))[8~] and MAk “#&) exists for all reals x” for 1 6 E c y 
and A = IJI. Therefore, since (115) holds, i.e., L,,(O{tc~+~)[$,‘] klq[O{#‘:+‘, 
s;, ~0, P’, . . . > PI-II, by (~1 
~,,(p#;+dw[~;l ~Tw;+do)~ q, Pot PI, PZT . . . > PI-II- 
By Lemma 3.7, L,,(P#~+‘(O))[f3t] is an elementary submodel of 
L,(P#:+dW[~;l. Thus, 
L,(P~;+do))[~T:l ~T,[P#;+,m q. PO, PI9 P2, . . J PI-J. 
Therefore, we have (ii) of Lemma 3.8.1. The proof of the lemma for the case in 
which s2 is I’s W.S. is essentially the same as the case just completed. Cl 
Recall O#b+’ is the identity function on the reals. Since Det(y * fl:, p * 2:‘): j 
Det(P * fl, /!l* 27): for (p, 8) 1 exicographically less than (y, p), by Theorem 3.8 
and induction on /3, we have: 
Theorem 3.9. 1f Det(y * fl:, /3 * _Z:‘)T, then L(/S#~+,(O))[#~] has indiscernibles. 
By Theorems 3.2 and 3.9, we have: 
Theorem 3.10. L(/!?#~+‘(O))[&~] h as indiscernibles iff Det( y * fl”, /I * J$‘)!+. 
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